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RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council receive the report for information.
COUNCIL POLICY
Greenways Plan (1995)
Transportation Plan (1997)
Bicycle Plan (1999)
Downtown Transportation Plan (2002)
Transit Strategy (2002)
Greenest City 2020 Action Plan (2011)
SUMMARY
The City of Vancouver is updating its Transportation Plan, and launched the first phase of a
two-phase consultation process – Transportation 2040 - in May 2011. The updated
Transportation Plan will set goals and targets to the year 2040, and direct the City’s
transportation decisions for the years ahead.
The City’s transportation directions will fundamentally impact the health and well-being of
our citizens, our economy, and our environment. Public and stakeholder consultation is
critical to ensure a transparent process, and to identify and address the many challenges and
opportunities related to transportation, today and in the years ahead.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide Council, stakeholders, and the public with a summary
of what we heard from residents, businesses and other stakeholders during the first phase of
consultation for Transportation 2040, as well as outline the next steps in the development of
the Transportation Plan.
BACKGROUND
On May 3, 2011 staff provided Council with an update on the City of Vancouver’s
Transportation Plan, including an overview of the proposed plan development and
consultation process, as well as the key components of the information provided to
stakeholders and the public in the Phase 1 consultation program.
The Transportation Plan has multiple objectives:













Economy – The plan should support a strong economy by enabling the exchange of
goods, services, people and ideas throughout the city, provide a quality of life that
retains and attracts businesses and employees, and support Vancouver’s role as a
Pacific gateway.
Health – The plan should support healthy citizens by facilitating and encouraging
active lifestyles.
Safety – The plan should support a safe city by reducing both the number and severity
of accidents for all modes, and address concerns of personal security. People of all
ages and abilities should feel safe as they move within and through the city.
Environment – The plan should support an environmentally sustainable city by
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, support compact communities, and consider
material lifecycle costs and ecological function.
Affordability – The plan should support a city that is affordable by making it easier for
households to go car-light or car-free, and provide inexpensive transportation options.
The plan should also recognize the importance of overall fiscal sustainability for the
City as an organization.
Community – The plan should support a lively city with vibrant public spaces that
encourage a culture of walking and cycling, and increase opportunities for social
interaction.
Resiliency – The plan should support a resilient city that is prepared to deal with
increasing fuel prices and climate change, that has the capacity and flexibility to host
big events, and the ability to respond to the unexpected.

The public consultation process for Transportation 2040 consists of two phases. Phase 1, from
mid-May to mid-July 2011, was the “Listening and Learning” phase – a chance to educate,
inspire, and engage a broad range of citizens and stakeholders, to better understand barriers
and opportunities around changing travel behaviour, and to generate discussion and debate
about what kind of ideas could work in Vancouver. Staff provided policy context, introduced
key themes and objectives, highlighted transportation successes and challenges to date, and
introduced high level concepts and ideas for consideration in the plan. Ideas were gathered
from city residents, businesses, industry groups and regional commuters to help inform the
content to be explored in developing the draft Transportation Plan. Phase 2 of the
consultation will launch in early 2012 and will invite feedback on specific proposals.
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Transportation 2040 Plan Process

DISCUSSION
Phase 1 Consultation & Communications Summary
A communications and consultation plan for Phase 1 of the Transportation Plan was developed
by City staff and a communications consultant. The goals of the first phase of consultation
were to:









Build on the success of Greenest City engagement;
Engage a broad range of citizens about Vancouver’s transportation future;
Celebrate citizen behaviour changes since 1997 and during the 2010 Winter Games,
and build on those successes;
Clarify the City’s regional transportation role;
Engage and educate the community on past trends;
Explore what transportation policies are necessary to support a strong economy,
promote healthy lifestyles, and achieve sustainability;
Obtain citizen insight and ideas for the next plan 2012– 2040; and
Motivate sustained transportation behavioural changes.

The first phase of consultation included the following consultation methods and
communications products:
Consultation Methods







Public Meetings
Stakeholder Meetings
Community Events
Talk Vancouver online Discussion Forum
Survey (online and hard copy)
Youth Engagement
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Social Media (Twitter & Facebook)

Communications Products








Public Opinion Poll
Talk Vancouver Website (including public meeting format and materials)
Talk Vancouver Discussion Forum
Videos (English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Punjabi)
Postcards
Fact Sheets
Advertisements

Transportation 2040 Phase 1 Consultation & Communications Summary
Activity

Quantity

Participants/Distribution

Public Opinion Poll
Public Meetings
Stakeholder Meetings
Events
Website
Discussion Forum

1
10
23
13
1
1

Survey

1

Youth Engagement

7 volunteers

500 Vancouver residents*
270 attendees*
288 attendees*
1300 participants*
5,000 visitors*
298 comments*
368 respondents(239 online,
129 hard copy)*
10 public meetings (outreach &
translation services)
1000 postcards distributed

Videos

4 (English, Cantonese,
Mandarin, Punjabi)

2800 YouTube hits

Postcards

1

3400 (distribution at
Community Centres, Libraries,
street teams at transit stations
downtown and along Broadway
corridor, at community events)

Fact Sheets

6 (English, Cantonese,
Mandarin, Punjabi)

1000

Advertisements

8 (3 newspapers, 5 transit
spaces)

Twitter
UBC Facebook Event

1
1

Email Updates

4

Other Publications

1

TOTAL

83 consultation
methods/communications
products

Vancouver Sun (web), Georgia
Straight (print & web),
Vancouver Courier (print)
Canada & Millennium Lines
Broadway & Waterfront stations
99 B-Line Buses
147 followers*
537 participants*
400 stakeholders & community
members (from meeting and
website sign ups)
City of Vancouver Property Tax
Notice May 2011
8,708 participants*
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*Note: Total includes the number of participants or distribution for the Public Opinion Poll, Public
Meetings, Stakeholder Meetings, Events, Website, Discussion Forum, Survey, Twitter,and UBC Facebook
Event.

Public Opinion Poll
A random telephone survey of 500 residents 18 years of age and over was conducted by the
Mustel Group in the City of Vancouver in May 2011. The survey was conducted in conjunction
with three other City Departments. The relevant transportation topics included questions
related to modes currently used, past mode shift behaviour, and attitudes toward future
mode shifts that would affect the City’s long-term Transportation Plan. Notable key
transportation findings include:


60% of City residents say they have noticed a reduction in vehicle trips and an increase
in transit, walking and cycling into Downtown Vancouver since the 1997 City of
Vancouver Transportation Plan.



66% of residents say that they have shifted at least some of their travel to Downtown
from private vehicle to walking, cycling and transit.



Almost 63% of residents believe that they would probably make more than half of all
their trips on foot, bicycle or transit within the next few years.

A copy of the full survey report is included in Appendix A.
Public Meetings
The following Transportation 2040 public meetings were held throughout the City:
May 25, 2011
May 26, 2011
June 7, 2011
June 9, 2011
June 16, 2011
June 20, 2011
June 29, 2011
July 6, 2011
July 7, 2011
July 13, 2011

Marpole Community Centre
Kitsilano Community Centre
Killarney Community Centre
Hastings Community Centre
Dunbar Community Centre
Britannia Community Centre
VanDusen Garden
Martin Luther Church
Central Library Downtown
Hyatt Regency Downtown

7 – 8:30 pm
7- 8:30 pm
7 – 8:30 pm
7 – 8:30 pm
7 – 8:30 pm
7 – 8:30 pm
7 – 8:30 pm
7 – 8:30 pm
11:30 am - 1:30 pm
11:30 am – 1:30 pm

TransLink staff were available at each public meeting to answer questions and provide
information.
Stakeholder Meetings
Between May and July 2011, City staff held meetings with the following groups to discuss the
Transportation Plan:


SFU Carbon Talks (March 2011)
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Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association Access Advisory Committee
Victoria Fraser Killarney/Renfrew Collingwood Community Visions Committees
Hastings Sunrise/Kensington Cedar Cottage Community Visions Committees
Vancouver Board of Trade Regional Transportation Task Force
Strathcona Business Improvement Association
Dunbar West Point Grey Community Visions Committees
Vancouver Board of Trade Bikes and Business Working Group
UBC AMS Bike Co-op
Vancouver Area Cycling Coalition Vancouver/UBC subcommittee
BC Trucking Association
Arbutus Ridge/Kerrisdale/Shaughnessy/Riley Park/South Cambie Community Visions
Committees
Sunset Community Visions Committee
City of Vancouver Bicycle Advisory Committee
City of Vancouver Persons with Persons with Disabilities Advisory Committee
West End Senior Community Planning Table
City of Vancouver Social Planning Department
3 Transportation 2040 Stakeholder Advisory Group meetings
2 City of Vancouver Transportation 2040 Internal Advisory Committee meetings

Events
Transportation 2040 led or co-sponsored several major events during the Phase 1 consultation
period. These events were an opportunity for the City to reach a broader audience than
traditional public meetings and online forums. By partnering with organizations such as the
SFU City Program or the popular Spacing Magazine that have established diverse networks,
and by hosting an event outdoors with Viva Vancouver, a larger number of younger residents
participated in the Transportation 2040 Phase 1 consultation process.
Date

Event

Time

Partner Organization

April 7, 2011

Speakers Series Event “What’s Up
with the Viaducts? A Forum of
Possibilities”

7 – 9 pm SFU
Harbour Centre

SFU City Program

May 30, 2011

Speakers Series Event Great
Streets “….On Broadway”

7 – 9 pm
SFU Harbour
Centre

SFU City Program

June 28, 2011

Transportation 2040/Spacing
Vancouver Launch

July 23, 2011

VIVA Vancouver Co-Design
Transportation Street Party

7 – 10 pm
SFU Harbour
Centre
1 – 4 pm
800 Block Granville
Street

Spacing Vancouver
Co-Design Group

Transportation 2040 materials were also distributed at the following City of Vancouver or
community events:



Bike to Work Week events
City of Vancouver Housing Unconference
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Love Vancouver Love Your Planet Event
Bike Vancouver Sweet 16 Bike Event
Car Free Vancouver
Kitsilano Farmers Market
Greek Festival
City of Vancouver Public Bike Share Open Houses

Survey
The City’s Transportation Plan Phase 1 survey provided stakeholders and members of the
public with the opportunity to share their transportation experiences, ideas and concerns, as
well as current barriers affecting travel choices. The survey gauged interest and support for
various potential transportation strategies, with no final decisions about specific programs
and projects being made through this first phase of input.


A total of 368 people completed the Phase 1 survey, with the majority - 65% (239) completed online and 35% (139) completed in hard copy at public meetings or events.



As has been observed in other consultation programs, the online survey had high
participation rates from younger demographics, while the hard copy survey was
favoured by older respondents. For the hard copy survey, 32% of respondents were 65
years of age or older and 18% were between the ages of 55 and 64 years. For the
online survey, 33% of respondents were between the ages of 25 and 34, and 27% were
between the ages of 35 and 44.



Overall, the survey responses were fairly balanced between men and women - 57% of
survey respondents were male and 40% were female. For the online survey 62% of
respondents were male, with 46% female, and for the hard copy survey the results
were almost equal with 47% male and 46% female.



Overall, 28% of survey respondents heard about Transportation 2040 through an
advertisement or media story, 23% through website links and 20% from the City of
Vancouver’s website.



Almost all of the survey respondents were from the City of Vancouver (91.3%), with
the remaining respondents from other municipalities throughout Metro Vancouver.

A copy of the Transportation 2040 Phase 1 Survey and a demographic summary are included in
Appendix B.
What We Heard
In general during the Transportation 2040 Phase 1 consultation program, there was strong
support for the City of Vancouver’s existing transportation policies, as well as for the current
goals, targets, and long-term direction.
A wide variety of transportation-related comments, priorities, concerns, and ideas were
provided through all of the consultation methods that give staff direction to develop specific
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proposals in Phase 2 in early 2012. The summary below highlights some of the more common
themes and ideas heard during the Phase 1 consultation.

Walking
Safety





and Accessibility
Improve pedestrian crossings (e.g. countdown timers, longer signal cycles)
Increase lighting
Use smooth surfaces
Reduce and enforce motor vehicle speed limits

Comfort and Quality
 Improve sidewalks (e.g. wider, better maintained, high-quality materials)
 Provide better weather protection (e.g. continuous awnings)
 Reduce sidewalk clutter
 Provide more and better amenities (e.g. benches, water fountains, landscaping)
 Improve wayfinding and signage
 Create buffers between vehicles and moving traffic
 Establish pedestrian-only and/or pedestrian-priority plazas and corridors
Connections / Network
 Address gaps and barriers (e.g. safe and convenient bridge crossings)
 Maintain pedestrian connections during construction
Cycling
Complete and Safe Network
 Create more separated bike lanes (especially on high-traffic arterials and commercial
streets)
 Calm or divert traffic on neighbourhood bike routes
 Reduce and enforce motor vehicle speed limits
 Maintain and upgrade existing routes (e.g. smooth pavement, fill potholes)
 Improve signage and wayfinding
 Improve signal coordination for bikes
 Debate re: more bike routes everywhere vs. restricting bikes from certain routes (e.g.
bus or truck routes)
Parking and End-of-Trip Facilities
 Provide more and better on-street parking (e.g. on-street corrals, covered racks)
 Require shower facilities and conveniently located secure parking at workplaces
Integration with Transit
 Provide secure, covered parking at transit hubs
 Increase bike carrying capacity on transit vehicles
 Implement a public bike share system

8
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Educate, Encourage, and Enforce
 Support mandatory programs to teach children to cycle safely in traffic
 Educate drivers and cyclists on new traffic signals, signs, and pavement markings
 Require drivers to watch out for vulnerable road users
 Advocate for legislative changes (e.g. elimination of helmet law)
 Enforce rules for cyclists / Require licensing and insurance for cyclists
 Develop regulations around electric-assist bicycles
Transit
Routes / Route Improvements
 Implement rapid transit for the Broadway Corridor (many comments advocated for a
specific technology or approach, e.g. underground SkyTrain or surface LRT)
 Expand electric trolley network / use quieter, more efficient buses
 Develop streetcar system (e.g. complete Olympic Line, Arbutus Corridor)
 Increase transit speed (e.g. more express routes with less frequent stops)
 Increase capacity and frequency to reduce over-crowding
 Increase operating hours
Waiting Areas & Rider Information
 Provide lighting and amenities (lit shelters, waste bins) at stops
 Provide real-time information to customers (e.g. electronic signs, next bus)
 Design transit hubs to be neighbourhood landmarks
Transit Priority Measures
 Provide dedicated transit lanes by reallocating road space from general traffic
Financing Transit
 Use road or congestion pricing to pay for transit
 Enforce fare payment
Access & Equity
 Support distance-based fare structures
 Introduce free-fare zones
 Provide more flexible fare structures (e.g. family passes, weekend passes, etc.)
 Include transit pass in price of event ticket
 Improve transit access for seniors (system access, destinations, etc.)
Inter-Regional Transit
 Support improved transit options to areas outside the region (e.g. Seattle, Whistler)
Demand Management
Land Use
 Zone for complete mixed-use communities connected by transit
 Place job centres and residential centres close to each other
 Add density to support sustainable modes
 Debate re: adding density near transit (most comments were supportive, but there are
some concerns around development trumping community values)
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Increase housing choices to accommodate aging population and increase affordability

Parking
 Reduce or eliminate minimum parking requirements and introduce maximum
allowances
 Unbundle parking and housing costs
 Price on-street parking (e.g. higher parking rates, variably priced parking)
 Prioritize or incentivize parking for low-emissions vehicles (e.g. scooters, electric cars)
Other






Measures
Implement congestion pricing or road tolls
Support pay-as-you-drive insurance
Use technology to support ride-sharing
Reallocate parking and street space to people space
Encourage or require employers/developments to provide demand management
programs that support alternatives to driving

Public Space
Vibrant Streets and Public Spaces
 Provide car-free or pedestrian-oriented corridors and plazas for events, markets,
community gardens, etc. (including larger areas downtown and smaller gathering
spaces throughout the city)
 Create a car-free public square or corridor downtown (e.g. Robson Square)
 Create more temporary public spaces (e.g. close streets and lanes for activities and
special events)
 Encourage more patios / allow more retail use on sidewalks
 Create “pop-up” cafes and mini-plazas in on-street parking spaces
Street Network








Prioritize movement of pedestrians, cyclists, transit, goods and services, and
emergency vehicles by reallocating road space from private motor vehicles (mostly
positive with some concerns)
Remove or reconfigure Dunsmuir and Georgia Viaducts (mostly supportive with some
debate)
Recognize that certain streets have different priorities, functions, and opportunities
Adopt “complete streets” policy that considers all modes (some debate to allow or
restrict certain modes from particular routes)
Use waterways to transport people and goods
Redesign roads to improve traffic flow (e.g. road layout, traffic signal timing)
Improve messaging around construction activity and coordinate between agencies

Goods & Services
Movement of Goods & Services
 Improve truck priority on key routes (e.g. Clark-Knight)
 Support increased goods movement by rail
 Support and encourage off-peak deliveries
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Allow commercial and charter vehicles to use transit lanes
Work with surrounding municipalities to support regional routes
Enforce and increase curb loading zones

Environmental & Neighbourhood Impacts
 Promote low-impact goods movement (e.g. electric vehicles, active transportation)
 Support “right-sizing” of delivery and service vehicles
 Examine ways to use transit infrastructure to move goods
 Create distribution hubs and green zones to reduce noisy or heavy polluting vehicles
Emergency Services
 Ensure access and minimize response times for emergency services
 Design streets and traffic calming measures to allow for emergency vehicle access
 Ensure that emergency service providers have up-to-date, readily accessible
information on detours, traffic calming, etc.
Low-Carbon Vehicles
Charging Infrastructure
 Require charging infrastructure in new development
 Develop retrofit programs for existing buildings
Education / Corporate Leadership
 Support low-carbon service vehicle fleets (e.g. taxis, buses, delivery vehicles)
 Promote two-wheeled alternatives (e.g. scooters, electric-assist bicycles)
 Recognize that low carbon vehicles do not address congestion issue
Other Comments



Road behaviour is a concern - education and enforcement strategies are important
elements to promoting respect and safety for all modes
Transportation is a regional issue – work with neighbouring municipalities and regional
governments to coordinate policies and investments, and improve connections

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications.
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Based on the input provided in the Transportation 2040 Phase 1 consultation program, staff
are now undertaking background research, data monitoring and consultant work to develop
specific proposals that will form an updated draft Transportation Plan.
The final Plan will set the framework to direct the City’s transportation decisions for the
years ahead in areas directly within the City’s jurisdiction such as public rights-of-way and
street infrastructure. The Plan will also be consistent with regional initiatives such as
TransLink's Transport 2045 planning process which will help to guide transit strategies,
specific investments, and associated funding commitments.
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The Plan will also build upon strategic partnerships with key health sector organizations such
as Vancouver Coastal Health to integrate health into the transportation planning process
which is breaking new ground for Vancouver. Staff will continue to meet with these and
other stakeholders through working groups and meetings in the Fall 2011 to develop policy
directions by early 2012.
As outlined in the Transportation 2040 Phase 1 public presentation, transportation is a
complex issue for municipalities, with many players involved in overlapping jurisdictions and
transportation systems, and impacts often extend beyond municipal, regional, and national
boundaries. These complexities are reflected in the comments heard during the first phase of
consultation, with some topics generating more debate than others. Vancouver continues to
have challenges such as strong competition for limited road space, increasing population,
transit funding issues, and economic fluctuations. As a result of these challenges, determining
future transportation policy directions and decisions will involve complex trade-offs and
require tough choices to move the City forward. However, the future transportation
opportunities are great – for the community, for the economy and for our city.
The Transportation 2040 Phase 2 consultation program will begin early in 2012, and will invite
discussion, debate and feedback on specific proposals before the draft Transportation Plan is
presented to Vancouver City Council in the summer of 2012. While the Transportation Plan is
being developed, the Transportation 2040 website will continue to be updated with
information and events.
Relationship to City-Wide Land Use Planning
Throughout the Transportation 2040 process to date, there has been a recognition from staff
and many stakeholders of the important relationship between land use and transportation.
Much of the success Vancouver has experienced with increased walking, cycling, and transit
use is connected to the development of complete communities where homes, work, and the
goods and services of daily life are in close proximity. As the Transportation 2040 work
progresses, the Planning Department will present to Council for consideration a work program
for a city-wide land-use planning effort in 2012. The city-wide planning process will move
forward in collaboration with Transportation 2040 to enable the City and the public to address
land use and transportation issues in tandem and to meet the Transportation 2040 objectives
and targets.
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Transportation 2040 Plan Development Process

CONCLUSION
This report provides Council, stakeholders and the public with a summary of the first phase of
consultation for Transportation 2040, as well as the next steps required to develop the
updated Transportation Plan.
The first phase of consultation engaged over 8,000 thousand residents, businesses, and
stakeholders through several consultation methods and communications products. A wide
variety of transportation comments, priorities, concerns, and ideas were provided, and
overall there was strong support for the City of Vancouver’s existing transportation policies,
as well as for the current goals, targets and long-term direction.
The updated Transportation Plan will set goals to the year 2040, and direct the City’s
transportation decisions for the years ahead. These decisions will fundamentally impact the
health and well-being of our citizens, our economy, and our environment. Public and
stakeholder consultation is critical to ensure a transparent process, and to identify and
address the many challenges and opportunities relating to transportation, today and in the
years ahead.
*****
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